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which rapidly but not immediately assumed their final disc
shape, came to be accepted as a guarantee of quantity as well
as quality, superseding the use of the scales. It was this last
step that, once made familiar, was everywhere imitated in
seventh century Greece, and played its part as a catalyst in
accelerating throughout Greek society an all-important and
very painful process of economic change. But two facts
may serve as a reminder that this final and crucial step
cannot be said to have been taken once for all in one place
by one person—not even by Gyges, much less by Hermodika.
One is the fact that the early gold or elektron pieces of Asia
Minor and even true coins of Greece, by their irregular shape
so easily lent themselves to clipping, and even when undipped
had so large a margin of error in their weight, that the old
inconvenient scales must everywhere have been essential
still for reckoning large sums. The second is the fact
that in Assyria in the Sargonid period (say 720-680) half-
shekel pieces of gold, silver, and copper were in general use
(not, therefore, a quite new invention) in the great
cosmopolitan markets of Assyria.1 The pieces were cast,
not struck, most usually in silver, on two standards, that
" of the King " and, more commonly, that " of Carchemish ",
the immemorially prosperous trading city where one of the
great routes to the west crossed the upper Euphrates.
No, the idea of coinage, like that of the steam-engine or
of evolution or of the differential calculus, occurred not to
one mind but to several, in a given area where the time was
ripe for it. The need for it had arisen, as Radet2 pointed
out long ago, with the development of a considerable trade
over long distances by land. The Phoenician could load his
ship with the produce of almost any foreign land and return
to the inexhaustible markets of Tyre and Sidon; but for
the caravaner, dealing perforce only in such precious goods
as his beasts could profitably carry, bulky raw materials
were useless, barter consequently not always possible, and
money consequently an institution that he was quick to
1 Inscription of Sennacherib (TOS-QBl): C,A. .*/« Hi, p. 97, cf« p. 76 and n,
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